Computer Science 130:
Creative Software Architectures for Collaborative Projects
Contextual Inquiry Assignment
This assignment is designed to familiarize you with the problem domain of food insecurity and
food waste. We are doing this as part of a contextual inquiry process so that we more deeply
understand the problem domain that we are designing for.
We will collect our own data based on two ideas that have been given to us by the Santa
Barbara food bank: a food insecurity resource finder and a restaurant food waste eliminator.
We do not know if these are the right things to make or even how such problems should be
addressed. We have 1 data point which is the input from the COO of the Foodbank. He is an
expert in the domain of food banking, but not an expert in computer science or human computer
interaction. We need to balance his input with our own independent data.
Your job is to collect data using an IDEO contextual inquiry method. The choices follow below:
We will all take a guided tour of the food bank itself for one set of data:

Choice 1: Five Whys?
1. Get out on the pavement of State Street and talks to four people that work at a restaurant
within 1 hour of closing. Introduce yourself as a student that is doing a project for Westmont
and the Foodbank to figure out how to give restaurants tax breaks for donating leftover food at
the end of the night. Take no more than 10 minutes of their time f they are on the clock. Ask at
least 5 why questions to each person about where the food goes, what people are doing with
the food now, what has been tried in the past, etc… Document the responses. Take one
picture at each location. Collect any other data that you can while engaged in the task. Present
your photos and data in class.

Choice 2: Try it yourself
1. Find a food distribution site. Get food from the location. Document the process that you
followed in detail. How did you find the site? What were your options? What obstacles did you
navigate along the way? What were your choices? What did you receive? Who did you meet?
Take 10 pictures. Collect as many artifacts as you can along the way: tickets, forms, etc.
Present your experience and data in class.

Choice 3: Time-Lapse Video
1. Take a time-lapse video of a dumpster behind a restaurant, or other similar location. The
video should span 30 minutes before closing to 30 minutes after closing and be condensed
down to 5 minutes. While the video is being filmed, stake-out the location. What do you
observe? Collect 10 additional still photos of the area to provide context for the stake-out and
any other data as appropriate. Present your video and data in class.

Choice 4: Activity Analysis
1. Go to a food distribution site for 2 hours and document every process that you can. Think
about parking, determining eligibility, logistics of arranging the food, trash disposal. Where do
people move? Where are staff positioned? Are there security concerns? How is the flow of the
people managed? Collect at least 10 photos of the site and any other papers or data that you
can. Present your experience and data in class.

Choice 5: Still-Photo Survey
1. Go to 3 different food distribution sites and take 20 pictures at each. Attempt to take pictures
that capture the same moment or “thing” at each location. Arrange the pictures side-by-side in
order to analyze generalities and differences between the different locations. Present the initial
analysis as a PowerPoint deck.

Choice 6: Shadowing
1. If you know someone who uses food bank services arrange to follow them during a trip to a
food distribution site. Start with them at their home, go with them to the food distribution site
and return home with them. Collect photos of the entire process. Document the experience.
Present a narration of the trip focussing on the places where their was friction in the process.

